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Sketches and The Rest, (1935). Jail and the distractions
of political life have of late come in the way of her
literary activity.
Lilavati Munshi wields a distinctive style in the
language. Simple, subtle, slashing, playful or emotional
as the occasion requires, her style exhibits the finished
Gujaratl of the modern period. She draws upon the
resources of the language with ease and assurance. She
never strains after literary effect, exercising a rare
restraint over her style and treatment. She knows her
metier and rarely attempts what she cannot execute with
skill and confidence. Though our literary work has been
produced in close association, and the style and outlook of
each has greatly influenced those of the other, her sure taste
has escaped the vividness of colour and the glitter of
rhetoric which sometimes obscure my literary art. The
colours of the pictures she draws blend in delicate shades
which delight the eye but never dazzle it
In literature, she represents the psychological point of
view of the modern woman. The rule in life as in litera-
ture heretofore has been to exhibit woman as a wax-work
doll, attractive only by her parasitical graces. In her
works, we see woman revealed as a human being; not
'standing on the threshold of life with dumb desire', but
one knowing life and its weaknesses, ready to dare all that
a man may hope to do ; a rebel loving adventure, romance
and beauty. One of her essays developvS the idea that the
modern world began when man recognised the independent
personality of woman. In her works of fiction also a
woman is recognised great only to the extent she develops
her individuality as distinct from that of man, and a
man to the extent only to which he helps her to do so.
Her Kdshmirani-Diary, written when she was twenty-one,
lifts the veil from struggles which went to shape her
outlook.
Why am I not satisfied? What do I hope for most? What is life?
What ia duty ? Why should one go on fulfilling duty ? ..., For whom dc
these birds sing their low, sweet songs ? For whom is this glorious beau$
of nature?.... On the paths on which I wander, I do not find any fashion-
able tourist These by-paths are only for me* I feel an urge toward*

